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NEWS BUSINESS
FAULTY AMMENDMENTS

We don’t need new Bill as our
guidelines adequate - saccos
Social impact members will not be required to purchase minimum number of shares
MAGDALINE SAYA
@TheStarKenya

The Commissioner for Cooperative
Development in the State Department of Cooperatives Mary Mungai
has said the proposed amendments
to the Cooperatives and Sacco Societies Act are uncalled for.
She said saccos in the country
have principles and guidelines on
which they operate and would not
allow someone else to ride on the
existing sacco movement for their
own selfish interests.
Mungai was speaking during the
Kenya Union of Savings and Credit
Cooperatives 31st annual delegates
meeting in Nairobi.
“We have already made our stand
on this. We don’t need the Bill. We
do not know the person behind it
and we were not consulted before
they could arrive at their decision.
We need to have a critical analysis,
interaction and input our effort,”
she said.
“We are working on finding out
the person behind it and their intention.”
PROPOSED CHANGES

The ammendments touch on Section 17 of the Cooperative Societies
Act with the introduction of members referred to as “social impact
members”.

MARKET REPORT

ALY KHAN SATCHU

Blockchain
Crypto
currencies and
Avocados

O

f course, Lets start with the
basics. New Economies tend
to create their own Lingua
Francas and before you know it, we
might be nodding sagely but have
become essentially clueless. And if we
don’t uberise ourselves we might end
up being ‘’Kodak’’ed [Kodak, however,
are seeking to resurrect themselves
from the Smartphone [Camera Phone]
Catastrophe by issuing a Kodak coin].
The First Term to understand is the
BlockChain.
A blockchain is a continuously
growing list of records, called blocks,
which are linked and secured using
cryptography. Each block typically
contains a cryptographic hash of the
previous block,a timestamp and tran-

Unlike ordinary sacco members,
the social impact members will not
be subject to subscription and purchase of the minimum number of
shares required for membership.
The special class of members will
also have voting rights over the Special Fund, the Investment Committee and the Special Fund Trustee,
giving exclusion over the rest of the
members.
The Bill also proposes establishment of the Special Fund, whose
sole source are monies received
from the social impact members.
NO CONSULTATION

The Cooperative Alliance of Kenya
chairman, Daniel Marube, who was
at the meeting, called on the sacco
members to stand firm and reject
people giving them wrong advice
to confuse them into accepting the
amendments.
“We are saccos and have no intentions of becoming banks, neither are
we profit-making organisations,” he
said. “We don’t want these amendments because neither the CAK nor
SASRA was consulted.”
Marube added that the special
class of members would have the
liberty to manage their own fund
without involving other members,
use the members’contributions to
make investments and as security
and then share the profit realised

among their own cartels.
“In case of losses, the risks are
transferred to the members and this
is what we cannot allow,” he said.
The controversial Bill is believed
to have been sponsored by Nation-

al Assembly Majority Leader Aden
Duale.
It was introduced in Parliament
on April 10 and is at the public hearing stage before it is debated in the
House.

saction data. By design, a blockchain
is inherently resistant to modification
of the data. It is “an open, distributed
ledger that can record transactions
between two parties efficiently and in a
verifiable and permanent way”.For use
as a distributed ledger, a blockchain is
typically managed by a peer-to-peer
network collectively adhering to a
protocol for inter-node communication and validating new blocks. Once
recorded, the data in any given block
cannot be altered retroactively without
the alteration of all subsequent blocks,
which requires collusion of the network majority. Blockchains are secure
by design and exemplify a distributed
computing system with high Byzantine
fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus has therefore been achieved with
a blockchain.This makes blockchains
potentially suitable for the recording
of events, medical records and other
records management activities, such
as identity management,transaction
processing, documenting provenance,
food traceability or voting. Blockchain
was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto
in 2008 for use in the cryptocurrency bitcoin, as its public transaction
ledger. The invention of the blockchain
for bitcoin made it the first digital
currency to solve the double-spending
problem without the need of a trusted
authority or central server. This means
specific blockchain applications may
be a disruptive innovation, because

substantially lower-cost solutions
can be instantiated, which can disrupt
existing business models.Blockchain
protocols facilitate businesses to use
new methods of processing digital
transactions. Examples include a
payment system and digital currency,
facilitating crowdsales and generic
governance tools.[Wikipedia].
Here in Kenya, the application of the
BlockChain to the Land Register is a
‘’No-Brainer’’ The Land Register would
metasize from a situation where it has
more Holes than Swiss Cheese to one
where it is 100% tamper-proof. I have
no doubt that the Blockchain is a Silver
Bullet but the question is how long the
Incumbents can dodge the bullet.
The second term to understand is
crypto currency.
A cryptocurrency (or crypto
currency) is a digital asset designed
to work as a medium of exchange
that uses cryptography to secure its
transactions, to control the creation
of additional units, and to verify the
transfer of assets.Cryptocurrencies
are a type of digital currencies, alternative currencies and virtual currencies.
Cryptocurrencies use decentralised
control as opposed to centralized
electronic money and central banking
systems.The decentralized control of
each cryptocurrency works through a blockchain, which is a public
transaction database, functioning as
a distributed ledger. Bitcoin created

in 2009, was the first decentralized
cryptocurrency. Since then, over 3,500
cryptocurrencies have been created.
The Entire cryptocurrency market
was valued at $5.5b in January 2015,
$7.152b in January 2016, $18.34b in
January 2017, $795.83b in January
2018, $249.15b on April 4th 2018
and was last valued at $379.83b. The
Price Inflation witnessed between
January 2017 [$18.34b] and January
2018 [$795.83b] was the fastest price
increase ever witnessed in the history
of mankind, even surpassing the Tulip
Mania of 400 Years ago.
At todays prices [Cryptocurrency
trades 24 hours a day seven days
a week unlike the ordinary markets
which take the week-end off] Bitcoin
constitutes 37.38% of the entire cryptocurrency value, Ethereum 18.49%,
Ripple 7.02%, Bitcoincash 5.37%,
Litecoin 2.03%, IOTA 1.32%, NEO 1.03%.
Others 24.95%.
Now, when you see Price Inflation
of the Type cryptocurrency markets
have witnessed it of course creates a
fever of speculation and a whole series
of high-tech, pump-and-dump schemes. In the cryptcurrency markets,
its a serious case of Caveat Emptor.
At Least 95% of the current crop of
cryptocurrencies are going to be worth
0.00. The Winners, will produce an
exponential parabolic return. To be a
Winner the cryptocurrency needed to
be first like Bitcoin [which has a limited

Cooperative Alliance of Kenya chief executive Daniel Marube during the East
Africa Cooperatives conference in Nairobi on February 29 /ENOS TECHE

INFILTRATION

Tourism operators
raise concerns over
foreign competitors
GEORGE MURAGE/ The Kenya Association of Tour Operators (KATO) has
expressed concerns over an increase
in the number of foreign operators.
KATO said the foreigners, mostly
from Asian countries, have flooded
the market, offering cheap services.
The association says this has hurt
local operators.
KATO chief executive Fred Kaigua
said weak government policies have
given the foreign tour operators
leeway to work in the country. He
said the government has allowed full
ownership of companies involved
in the tour business, adding that
the same does not happen in other
countries.
“You cannot allow 100 per cent
ownership of companies to foreigners and it does not even happen in
our neighbouring countries,” Kaigua
said.
He was speaking to the press
during a stakeholders conference on
tourism opportunities in counties at
Sawela Lodge in Naivasha.
Given the industry has reported a
30 per cent growth in the first quarter, Kaigua said future prospects look
bright with the recent handshake
between the President and opposition leader.
“Some have reported an increase
in the number of bookings of up to
50 per cent and although this may
change, we are looking at a sector
that has already picked up,” he said.
His sentiments were echoed by
Nakuru Governor Lee Kinyanjui,
who said the county will work with
the Kenya Tourism Board and other
stakeholders to increase tourism
gains.

and finite number] and maintain your
credibility as the pre-eminent crypto
because Bitcoin is no longer about
utility. For example, The block time for
Ethereum is set to between 14 and 15
seconds, while for bitcoin it is 10 minutes. The rise of Ethereum is exactly
around its utility and its Platform [It is
the preeminent ‘’digital capital markets’
‘ platform for the Crypto markets].
Ripple is seeking to disrupt the global
wholesale money transfer markets.
Let me leave you with one final
thought and that is velocity.
Paul Virilio said “Speed now illuminates reality whereas light once gave
objects of the world their shape.”
@BenedictEvans tweeted ‘’The
difference in tech is that the cycle time
can be really fast - we went from IBM
to Wintel to GAFA in 20 year jumps.
That has tended to mean dominance
turns to irrelevance faster than anti-trust processes can diagnose, pick a
remedy and apply it’’
Hamid Rashid the CEO of Finterra
Blockchain said to me, ‘’What took
a decade to happen, is happening in
months in this new BlockChain/Crypto
Economy’’
And on that closing note I am going
to have an Avocado, which seems to
be what a lot of Folks are wont to do
these days.
Infrastructure of them all? Its the i.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

